Count along in my language / Tel mee in mijn taal / Tel mei yn myn taal /
 ﻟﻐﺘﻲ ﻓﻲ ﺟﻨﺐ إﻟﻰ ﺟﻨﺒﺎ ﻋﺪ/ tixgeliyaan luuqadeyda
Category
Title
Goal(s)
Grade(s)
Subject
Duration
Link with
curriculum

Choices
Count along in my language /Tel mee in mijn taal / Tel mei yn
myn taal /  ﻟﻐﺘﻲ ﻓﻲ ﺟﻨﺐ إﻟﻰ ﺟﻨﺒﺎ ﻋﺪ/ tixgeliyaan luuqadeyda
In this assignment the students are ambassadors of their own
language and teaching each other to count in their own language.
This provides knowledge about language differences but also for
understanding / respect for each other's language.
Middle grades
Taal(en) algemeen
Projecten
45 minutes
Linguistics
Knowledge about multilingualism in general
All languages present.

Languages

Link with
FREPA
Skills
Theoretical
underpinning

Becoming aware of own languages and of the languages in
the environment.
Knowledge about languages in Fryslân, Europe and the world
Knowledge language differences
Knowledge about cultural differences
Listening, speaking, writing, reading
Language awareness, language comparison
Step 1 - class: from groups
Divide the class into groups of 4 students. Students who speak
the same language can work together.

Description
activity

Step 2 - in groups: choose language and presentation
form
The goal is = that each group learns to count the rest of the class
in their language. The students are allowed to come up with a
form themselves to offer to learn how to count in their language:
to cancel, to rhyme, to sing, etc. They prepare this in their group.

Step 3 – whole class: present
Each group presents its language and learns to count the rest of
the class in this language. The (digi) board can be used to (let)
write the different numbers in each language.
Step 4 - classroom: discussion
When every language has been presented, there can be a class
discussions about the similarities and differences between the
different languages:
• what is the same?
• what is similar to each other, in terms of writing or sound?
• what is difficult in comparison with Dutch?
• etc.
Example:

Materials
Experiences
from schools

Last but not least:
This activity can also be applied to other concepts and / or
themes such as colours, calculation concepts (minus / plus),
objects or animals.
Foto’s, filmen en producten van de kinderen na implementatie
zoals een samenvatting van observaties.

